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Chapter 2003: Examine on the spot (1) 

Dai Boqi was still immersed in his shocked emotions as he couldn’t help but asked, “What’s going on? 

Who can tell me exactly, what’s all this about?” 

Shu Yali saw that he was hooked as a dark smile appeared on the corners of her lips, quickly grabbing 

the opportunity as she swiftly summarised everything. 

“Divine Doctor Dai, Bai Ruoli is the girl whom Divine Doctor Liu brought back from outside some time 

ago, and is exactly the very lass whom you despise! This point is something that all the other apprentices 

know about and if you don’t believe me, you can also ask President Feng about it, everyone can testify 

on this!” 

Dai Boqi originally still felt that it was impossible but when he lifted his head to take a look at the 

surrounding people. 

Everyone’s expression seemed to verify the actuality of what Shu Yali said. 

Dai Boqi’s expression immediately turned ugly as he turned his head around and asked Huang Yueli, 

“Lass, is what she said true?” 

Huang Yueli was rather helpless as well because she originally wanted to explain to him in private but in 

the end, the truth was spilled by Shu Yali in this manner. So if she wanted to explain the entire matter 

clearly, it wouldn’t be that easy. 

She could only nod her head, “That’s right, I indeed came to the Guild along with Brother Liu.” 

Dai Boqi’s face was filled with shock, as he couldn’t help but take a few steps back and his face also 

paled, apparently he had received a rude shock. 

“Divine Doctor Dai, be careful! Don’t let anger get the better of you!” 

The guards immediately hurried upwards, as they caught hold of him in a fluster. 

Dai Boqi took a couple of deep breaths before he finally regained his senses as he stared at Huang Yueli 

and said, “Impossible! How could you possibly… possibly be that trash of a lass! I’ve heard the others say 

that the “fiancée” whom Yan’er brought back, other than a pretty face, is a totally useless person! But 

your innate talent is so outstanding…. Wait, you… don’t have any Profound Energy on you?” 

Huang Yueli silently sighed as she replied, “That’s right, I don’t have any Profound Energy, but….” 

Before she could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by Shu Yali. 

“Divine Doctor Dai, you’ve heard it for yourself and she has already admitted it! Admit that she 

intentionally concealed her identity to get close to you, admit that she does not have any Profound 

Energy! So to speak, everything is fake, for a person without any Profound Energy, how could she 

successfully harvest the Drought Land Pearl Lotuses? Moreover she harvested so many stalks! God 

knows what underhanded methods had she resorted to?” 



“A woman full of lies like her, is definitely cheating you on purpose. Who knows what foxy methods she 

used to be able to be connected to Divine Doctor Liu! You definitely need to check on the truth!” 

Shu Yali was saying these delightfully, as her gaze shot frequently towards Huang Yueli, her eyes hiding 

the pride of living high and looking down on her. 

She had been slapped on the face by Huang Yueli several times so no matter how she thought about it, 

she was totally not reconciled. 

Until now, she thought that she had finally exposed Huang Yueli’s real face and that feeling of exaltation 

was especially uplifting in her heart! 

Dai Boqi looked at Huang Yueli in disbelief, as he suffered a double blow. 

“You… you really don’t have any pill refining innate talent? That’s right, you’re already sixteen and you 

don’t have Profound Energy, but those with a bit of pill refining innate talent couldn’t possibly be like 

this…” 

His mood today was really considered as riding a rollercoaster. 

Initially he had no hopes towards this batch of apprentices when he suddenly discovered a peerless 

genius among them which made him go wild with joy. 

Whoever knew that he had yet to be exhilarated when he suffered such a heavy blow! 

He had picked his disciple out of so many choices but in the end… she was the one who he had always 

wanted to chase away, that trash who had seduced his disciple? 

Chapter 2004: Examine on the spot (2) 

Moreover, even he himself, almost fell into this young lass’s trap! 

Dai Boqi was extremely furious, until his entire body was trembling. 

However much he was exhilarated earlier, he was just as angry right now! Thinking of just how silly he 

was for being so excited earlier, in the end it was all a bluff and he almost fainted from this! 

Moreover, Dai Boqi was most particular about his face and in front of so many young Pill Masters, he 

made such a big fool out of himself, his old face really couldn’t hung on any longer, feeling that he was 

really so dumb to the max! 

With this thinking in mind and with his fury in his heart, he banged his fist hard on the table and shouted 

out furiously, “Good, your guts is really not little at all! Obviously with no pill refining talent but still got 

so many medicinal herbs to cheat me! Did you think this old man was a retard or something? Not only a 

trash, but also a liar, a woman like you still wishes to get married to my Yan’er? Go dream about it! Men, 

catch her!” 

Dai Boqi raised his hand to summon his guards, expressing for them to catch her. 

Huang Yueli’s reaction was swift as she extended her foot words and with a misstep, she hid to one 

corner. 



The guards apparently didn’t expect that a young lass with no Profound Energy could actually be that 

agile and right before they could react in time, she had already slipped away. 

Huang Yueli immediately rushed towards Dai Boqi as she swiftly started explaining. 

“Divine Doctor Dai, I can totally explain about this matter! Although it’s true that I don’t have any 

Profound Energy, but that doesn’t mean that I don’t have any pill refining innate talent! The Drought 

Land Pearl Lotuses in the Number Eight Jade Box are indeed harvested by me personally, I can swear to 

Heaven!” 

Dai Boqi originally liked this young lass a lot but right now he was still fuming and totally refused to 

listen to her explanation, merely giving a cold humpf, “What joke are you cracking? No Profound Energy 

but yet have pill refining innate talent? This kind of strange matter, this old man has never seen it in my 

entire life! Totally not possible for it to happen! At this kind of timing, you’re still lying?” 

Huang Yueli frowned and said, “I’m really not lying, even I myself can’t explain why it is that I am able to 

harvest medicinal herbs, but what I said is the entire truth!” 

Huang Yueli’s gaze was firm and attitude was resolute, as she had a natural bearing which made people 

convinced about her. 

When Dai Boqi saw her clear eyes, he started to become a little suspicious. Could it be that this young 

lass really wasn’t lying? 

But how could there be such a strange matter under the Heavens? 

Shu Yali was standing by the side as she hurriedly poured in more oil to the fumes, “Divine Doctor Dai, 

don’t be cheated by her! She is definitely thinking of some ghastly ideas again! Bai Ruoli, I advise you to 

report honestly, where did you get all these Drought Land Pearl Lotuses from? And how did you secretly 

smuggle them in! You’ve already been exposed so stop trying to be so tight lipped. If you tell the truth, 

perhaps Divine Doctor Dai might go lenient on you on account of Divine Doctor Liu!” 

When Dai Boqi heard iu Buyan’s name, the fury which had weakened instantly spiralled up once again. 

“Enough! This old man has understood that you are coming out with this act, just to pretend that you 

have innate talent just for this old man to agree to you and Yan’er’s marriage? I’m telling you, unless this 

old man is dead, otherwise you can forget about getting married successfully with Yan’er!” 

Dai Boqi was extremely angry, “Men, still not going to throw this lass out?” 

Huang Yueli hurriedly shrunk to one side as she hid behind the back of a chair. 

During this crucial moment, a bright idea suddenly hit upon her as she said, “Divine Doctor Dai, if you 

don’t believe me, I can personally harvest the medicinal herbs to show you!” 

 


